HARTWELL PRIMARY SCHOOL

POLICY RE USE OF SCHOOL NETBAL/BASKETBALL COURTS BY SPORTING TEAMS

AIM:

To set in place a procedure for determining which, if any, sporting groups will be permitted to use the school grounds outside of school hours.

ALLOCATION OF SCHOOL COURTS

1. Sports teams allocated a netball/basketball court in a given year will have priority for use of the court the following year, providing more than 50% of the team members still attend Hartwell PS and providing the court is used during the allocated time.

2. New teams wanting to use school courts will be allocated one in order of receipt of completed applications, provided 50% of team members attend Hartwell PS.

3. Teams with ex-Hartwell students or fewer than 50% of current Hartwell students in order of receipt of completed applications.

4. The courts will not be allocated to groups without a direct connection to Hartwell PS.

When there are insufficient courts to accommodate all groups, those with an allocated time are encouraged to share.

CONDITIONS OF COURT USAGE

➢ Court hire documents must be completed and all listed conditions must be adhered to.

➢ Current Public Liability certificates must be submitted to the school before the training session begins.

➢ The adults in charge of the training session must ensure that team members and siblings do not interfere with the Out of School Hours program.

➢ An adult, with a First Aid kit, and phone contacts for all team members must be present at every training session.